Deutscher Verein Being Organized

Plans for the Deutscher Verein this winter semester are now being formulated. Dr. Ralph P. Schwartz, assistant professor of German, announced that all those students having a knowledge of the language are interested in undertaking are to be invited to state their names and addresses or dormitory room numbers in Dr. Reubin Willig’s office.

Only a rudimentary knowledge of the language is necessary since the organization's purpose is to bring the students of Yeshiva in contact with German in a social setting.

Lecture Bureau Resumes Activities

Dr. Jung and Dr. Pinkel Scheduled For Talks

Due to the urgent request of various students and faculty members, the Lecture Bureau has arranged for a series of addresses to be given on the campus during the winter season. The Lecture Bureau has arranged for a series of addresses to be given on the campus during the winter season. The Lecture Bureau has arranged for a series of addresses to be given on the campus during the winter season.

One of the most important addresses planned is that of Dr. Leo Jung, professor of ethics, in which he will discuss the Jewish view of the world. In line with his previous talks, Dr. Jung will discuss the Jewish view of the world.

Another important address is that of Dr. David Pinkel, assistant professor of psychology, who will give a talk at the College Medical Service for the benefit of all students interested in modern Jewish life of December.

Medical records of the students themselves, and the students themselves, and the students themselves.

One of the major factors in the dissemination of pertinent Jewish information.

Orthodox Teachers To Hold Conclave

The initial meeting of the National Conference of Orthodox Jewish Educators will be held at the Hotel Commodore on November 23, 1940.

At the first meeting of the afternoon, the presidents of Orthodox Jewish educators, many of whom are graduates of the Teachers’ College, have been established by Student Council. The importance of such a committee at Yeshiva is self-evident, and therefore, as soon as we have completed our task for this day, we will hold the second session, and thereby establish the strong and permanent ties which will enable the members to collaborate closely with the college committee," I. H. Weisz, former secretary of the Association, declared.

Yeshivites Join In Defense Program: Survey Of Science Majors Is Made

Yeshiva swung into step with the national defense program in numerous lines of action during the past few weeks. The registrar’s office is compiling a list of science majors from among present students, last year’s graduates, and faculty members who are interested in entering the service in the scientific and professional fields. The list will be used by the University in determining the selection of scientific personnel for the United States.

Dr. Alexander A. Freed, lecturer in physics, was appointed to the post of a science advisor in the United States. He will serve in this capacity during the present year.

Mr. Abram Levis reminded these students that all those interested in the program can secure this information by examining the summer catalog, which is available at the Yeshiva Bookstore.

Agudath Israel Forms Bible Class

As the first step in its Information campaign at Yeshiva, the local chapter of the Zeirei Agudath Israel will conduct a Bible class consisting of: Mr. Reuven Hecht, a member of the executive council of the Metropolitan Section of the Congregation; Dr. Sol S. Schechter, a member of the executive council of the Congregation; and Dr. Joseph E. Schechter, a member of the executive council of the Congregation.

The first meeting will be held to-day at 8:30 p.m. in the Dormitory Social Hall.
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green Light

Franklin D. Roosevelt has been re-elected. The cheering and the whistling have by now already abated. The jubilant crowds have long since ceased their raucous enthusiasm for the momentous events of an annual election.

The voting population between the two major candidates shows quite conclusively the.
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**ON THE SIDELINES**

**WHEN A BE KARP**

The "Len Bates affair" has terrifically interested the bread of fans. The seniors, who had twice captained the intramural champion football team, were outplayed and outscored by a plucky frosh five. It was a rough and tumble fray from the very beginning as both teams gave their all for those precious points. A lay-up shot by Abe Hartstein gave the frosh a 2-0 lead at the start, and the scrappy frosh didn't relinquish their lead thereafter. The first period saw no more scoring, but during the second the frosh counted for five tallies to the seniors' two, bringing the score at the half to 7-2 in the freshmen's favor. Awakened from their second half slumber, the seniors came back strong to turn the hereofore runaway game into a nip and tuck contest. Led by Harry Forinmutter who tallied six points, the seniors scored nine points to the frosh's five to lose by a single point, 11-10.

Kaplan, Hartstein and Friedman starred for the frosh, while Forinmutter, Kosofsky and Flar were the mainstays for the seniors.

**Fast Frosh Vanquish Senior Five**

**Kaplan and Hartstein Lead Yearlings In Hard Fought Game**

Youth again won out over age as the fast upsets a favored senior quintet 10-11, in the initial contest of the current intramural season. The seniors, who had twice captured the intramural championship were outplayed and outscored by a plucky frosh five.

**Intramurals**

The schedule for the remainder of the basketball games, as announced by Julius Selden '42, calls for the following games:

Nov. 7—Soph. vs. Juniors.
Nov. 14—Seniors vs. Juniors.
Nov. 16—Freshmen vs. Soph.
Nov. 21—Seniors vs. Soph.

If time permits, a second round of playoffs will be played. This will be announced by the manager of intramurals at the end of the above scheduled games.

If any disputes arise, a written petition to that effect should be given to Julius Seloden, at least two days before the scheduled time by the athletic manager of the class involved. All class teams are urged to be prompt in reporting their game, for failure in doing so may result in the forfeiture of the contest.

**Esquire' Garments Acquired By Team**

"Gawsh, ain't they purty," drawled the connoisseurs of the game, but dissent ran high in none other than its Janet. "Now I'll have to keep off the floor, or my laundry bill will rise the national debt." He exclaimed anarchy, turning his vales to brush off the effect of contact with the floor.

Oh yes. The cause of this uproar—the team has new togas. (They've been paid for, too!)

Jackets, jersey and shorts all done up in pretty in royal blue and white—with stripes too.

Now here's how to see this beautiful array:

1. Grab a basketball ticket from one of the fellers peddling them.
2. Bring it with you to the first pre-season game, this Sunday evening, Nov. 18.
3. Go let's all meet down the gym, and give the game and their new play suits the real once over.

And, incidentally—see a good basketball game.

**ACROSS THE STREET ON AMSTERDAM AVE.**

**River Parkway Hand Laundry**

2545 AMSTERDAM AVENUE

Between 186th and 187th Streets, New York

—SPECIAL RATES TO YESHIVA STUDENTS—

FREE MENDING AND DARNING

We advertise in Commentator. Please patronize this advertiser

**MEET ME AT HARRY'S**

(Across from The Yeshiva)

**College Luncheonette**

We advertise in Commentator All Year 'Round

**HOT RICH DIES SERVED AT ALL TIMES**

**TASTY SANDWICHES**

SODAS - FRAPPES - MALTEDS

Don't forget the H & F Delicatessen

**CLOSED SATURDAYS — SPECIAL WASH ROOM**

**HARRY COBLER — EVERYONE'S FRIEND**

**41-40, and the Brooklyn boys vow not to let it happen again.**

**Get More Fun Out Of Your Sports, Work, Social Life — Chew Delicious**

**DOUBLEMINT GUM Daily**

Alert college men and women everywhere enjoy the refreshing, real-mint flavor... the invigorating... the exhilarating... the deliciously smooth and pleasant sensation of DOUBLEMINT GUM.

Just see for yourself how enjoying this refreshing treat adds fun to everything you do. Choosing DOUBLEMINT GUM daily helps relieve your bent-up nervous tension... helps sweeten yourὔday's breath and keep your teeth attractive. Aids your digestion, too.

Popular DOUBLEMINT GUM is inexpensive, wholesome, satisfying.

Buy several packages of DOUBLEMINT GUM today
Library Gets New Books

Among the new books recently acquired by the College Library are "American Presidency" by Harold J. Laski, "Intramural Sports" by Elmer Mitchell, and "The Fascist: His Mind and State" by E. B. Ashton, Mr. Isaac Goldberg, acting librarian, announced.

Recent donors to the library include several members of the faculty, Dr. Elmer Mitchell donated the "Life" and "New Yorker" magazines; Dr. Alexander Brody, "Principles of Economics" by Raymond F. Pyle and "Business-Minded" by a set of works of William Carleton.

Mr. Goldberg also made known that the class of '43 has donated funds for the purchase of "Native Skin" by Richard Wright and "How Green Was My Valley" by Lawes. These books will circulate at the rate of five cents per seven days and are in great demand by the student body.

The librarian reminded students who have borrowed books from the library before the holidays to return them promptly, as they are now due.

Scheinerman's Greetings for the holidays

ROXY BARBER SHOP
292 E. S. 176th St.
Get free calendar for 1951

Help Support Your Fellow Student
By Eating At
BRENNER'S CAFETERIA
IN THE YESHIVA
Catering For All Occasions
Good Food For Low Prices

BRENNER BROS.
of Hotel Brener
Sarasota Springs

Louis Simon's
BRIDGE THEATRE
St. Nicholas Ave. and 176th St.
SHOWING TILL MONDAY

Present this advertisement at the box-office for a half-price reduction.

CO-OP STORE NEWS
Orders for sweatshirts similar to those of last year are now being re-
corded by the Co-op store, the man-
agement announced. All students
desirous of obtaining these sweat-
shirts are asked to place their or-
ders as soon as possible.

In line with its policy of catering
to student needs, the Co-op store
management asks for suggestions of
wares to be added.

List Your Book Wants
With Us
AUDUBON BOOK
AND STAMP SHOP
Stamps and Coins Bought, Sold
182nd St. & Audubon Ave.
Fiction Rental 3c Per Day
No Deposit Required

HARRY WONG
FIRST CLASS
HAND LAUNDRY
Union Suit...........$1.60
Palama Suit.........1.70
Hairdressers .......1.14
Socks...............6.
425 AUDUBON AVENUE

DO YOU SMOKE THE CIGARETTE THAT
Satisfies
...IT'S THE SMOKER'S CIGARETTE

There are three touchdowns in every pack of Chesterfields for smokers like yourself. The first is a COOLER smoke . . . the second score for Chesterfield is BETTER TASTE . . . and the third and winning score for any smoker is Chesterfield's REAL MILDNESS.

The reason Chesterfields satisfy is in their right combination of the finest tobaccos grown . . . the perfect blend that you'll find in no other cigarette. They really Satisfy.

MAKE YOUR NEXT PACK CHESTERFIELD
You can't buy a Better Cigarette

BALLOT

I Name for the Students' Who's Who

1. ...................................................
2. ...................................................
3. ...................................................
4. ...................................................
5. ...................................................
6. ...................................................